Hexagram 13 - Fellowship/The Gate of Secrets

The 13th Gate asks us to be honest, reveal the truth and settle any secrets from the past. We bring these secrets to the present so that we can use the lessons from the past to create a better future.

Don't be surprised with this energy if secrets come out or other people "spill" their secrets to you. It's difficult to hide from this energy and truth will be revealed intentionally, or not.

With the insight you created into intimacy earlier this week with the 19, the 13 supports us in speaking our truth and revealing ourselves to our partners and friends. This is the time to come clean, ask for what you want and see where the "chips" land, so to speak.

The love that endures is the love that survives this reign of truth. The love that walks away was never true love.

The 13 gives us the energy to organize groups and unify people in a common direction with the clarity that has evolved from weeks of soul-searching, a continuation of our forward momentum from the last week or so. A time to talk, plan and strategize the next step. Strength in numbers comes from dispelling mistrust and communication is the key to dispelling misunderstandings.

This is also a great time to creating and initiating workshops with the intention of bringing people together. Fellowship is the theme here...coming together in truth unified in a single, empowered direction.

1 13 Right Angle Cross of the Sphinx (February 2-5)
2 7

43 13 Juxtaposition Cross of Listening (February 6-7)
23 7

43 13 Left Angel Cross of Masks
23 7

The 49th Gate is called the Gate of Revolution. It is half of the Channel of Love and Marriage and is an energy that is all about intimacy, agreements between people and, if the intimacy and agreements aren't working, the energy to make big changes.

The 49th Gate has a lot of "black and white" energy associated with it. It can be a very decisive energy. When the 49th Gate is finished, it's really finished. I often tell people with the 49th Gate that if you get into a relationship, you better make sure that the rules of relating are clearly stated up front because if those rules are ever violated, the 49th Gate will be silently unforgiving and...GONE.

The 49th Gate is also the energy for other kinds of revolution. We've spent several months in a kind of dreamy energy, looking at the past, examining what worked and what didn't, now we continue to move forward with great momentum.

What it means is that with the 49th hexagram, big changes are afoot.
There's a great quote from Mike Dooley, who writes the "Letters from the Universe" (you can find them at [http://www.tut.com/mmm.shtml](http://www.tut.com/mmm.shtml)).

He writes, "Very often, when tides start turning, great gears begin shifting, and gusting winds start blowing at the onset of a really wonderful dream's alignment with your present life, there is commotion, unpredictability, even turmoil. So, hey, let's always assume that's the case whenever you experience commotion, unpredictability, even turmoil. K?"

Revolution in Human Design is emotional. What that means is that revolution needs to be approached with deliberation and clarity, all of which we have been working on in the last few months. Now is the time to make big changes but make sure that you have clarity and that you are acting with pure intent. No "heat of the moment" impulses here...otherwise you jump right into chaos. Pure, deliberate change.

43 49 Right Angle Cross of Explanation (February 8-10)
23 4

14 49 Juxtaposition Cross of Principles (February 11-12)
8 4

14 49 Left Angle Cross of Revolution
8 4

The 30th Gate - The Gate of Desire

The energy this week is all about fire. The Gate of Desire, called the Clinging Fire in the Chinese I'Ching is half of the channel of Fantasy and Desire. The desire part is the energy and passion to bring a creative fantasy, an initiating thought, into form. It is a very intense and very creative energy to work with.

(BTW, it can also be a very sexy energy, just in time for Valentine's Day.)

Whenever the 30 shows up in a chart, we say that it "amps" up the energy in the rest of the chart. The 30 in a chart makes a person more intense with a tendency, at times, to burn others out with their intensity...the clinging fire gone awry.

When we experience the 30 in transit, we can go fast and far, be intense and emotional. The message with the 30 is to start our personal fires but to sustain the fire. Use the fire as a catalyst for starting and moving forward but don't burn out.

This is especially important following the energy of the 49, Revolution. We've been dreaming, planning and removing obstacles. Now is the time to put your masterplan into action. But be deliberate. Don't burn any bridges that don't need burning. Stay focused on the masterplan and implement the first steps necessary to move you forward.
There is a fine line between revolution, evolution and chaos. This is the time for evolution. Chaos happens when we don't recognize when enough is enough.

**14 30 Right Angle Cross of Contagion (February 13 – 16)**

**34 30 Juxtaposition Cross of Fates (February 17-18)**

**34 30 Left Angle Cross of Industry**

The **Gate 55 - Abundance**

This year, the 55th Gate is vital as it is transiting in several long-term planetary positions. Whatever is true for this week, is true, to a certain degree for the entire planet for the next two years.

The 55th Gate is called abundance. Even though we tend to equate abundance with money, the 55th Gate asks us to broaden our definition of what it means to be abundant.

Personally, I love this gate. The 55 tells us that in the archetype of being human, it is part of our "DNA" to be abundant and supported, provided we approach abundance "in the right spirit".

The 55 also tells us that we are in abundance when we are true to ourselves and that abundance isn't about "getting rich quick", rather it is a process, an experience and something that takes time and deepens as we travel the path of life.

There is magic and alchemy available here. In some ways, the 55 can contain the energy for miracles. The promise of the 55 is like the dormancy of spring. While we think the ground is quiet and fallow, the truth is that seeds are beginning to take root and shoots are pushing up towards the sun.

We can't see it yet, but it's coming. What you are creating may not be in form yet, but the intention to create something gives it the possibility of germination is we are willing to take a leap of faith and believe a little bit in magic!

**34 55 Right Angle Cross of the Sleeping Phoenix (February 19 – 22)**

**9 55 The Juxtaposition Cross of Moods (February 22-23)**

**9 55 The Left Angle Cross of Spirit**

**Hexagram: 37 Family**

*The Gate of Harmony*
After the fires that come from revolution, we enter a "breathing" period that gives us respite after de-construction. The journey around the mandala over the course of the year offers many breaks, respites and opportunities for re-alignment. What we see in the archetype of the creative powers of mankind is there creation is a constantly evolving process with a lot of "wiggle room" and "breathing space" along the way.

We are not created to work all the time. Built into the system is the energy for rest.

The 37th Gate is the gate of peace. It is half of the Channel of the Bargain and is all about creating agreements and contracts. The intention of the 37 is to create agreements that foster peace and harmony.

The keynotes for the 37 are communication and peace. The Gate 37 is a very clear and simple gate. It wants one thing and one thing only; harmony. The 37 will work for peace and wait for peace if the timing isn't correct. The 37 on its own seeks to join with others to create peace and harmony. The 37 seeks to create agreements that promote peace and, ultimately, the resources necessary to create harmony.

At the root of the 37 is the belief that when we all work together to create the resources necessary to sustain us all, then we will have sustainable peace.

If you do not communicate clearly with those around you then you run the risk of misunderstandings, which can hinder your progress. Whatever level this communication takes place on you need to make sure that you are respectful, sincere, and very clear in what you mean.

9 37  Right Angle Cross of Planning  (February 24 – 27)  16  40

5 37  Juxtaposition Cross of Bargains  (February 28 – March 1)  35  40

5 37  Left Angle Cross of Migration  35  40

The Gate of Doubt and Suspicion

Here we have the inspiration for logic. The 63 on its own is full of doubt and suspicion followed by a demand for proof.

This particular gate can have some interesting challenges built into it. Doubt and suspicions are energies. And like all energies in the Human Design chart, they flow, almost reflexively. People with the gate 63 will have a tendency to be doubtful and suspicious of everything.

When this energy is transiting, we are doubtful and suspicious of others and ourselves. And, although, this is valuable process for logic, this can be a difficult personal energy. The doubt and suspicion expressed by the 63 is intended to be focused on information not towards people or toward the self.
The other aspect of this doubt is recognizing that the doubt is projected and when seeded in the Head, not validated. It takes time to justify suspicion and doubt. You need proof. When you are out in the world freely expression doubt and suspicion, is it usually met with resistance. Doubt is better left in your head until you have the data and you are asked to share.

When this energy is transiting, it is time to look at your ideas with a critical eye, to determine whether there is something that is going on in your creative process and your reality that needs to be tested in order to determine if it is valid.

It's also a time to look deeper into things and not just accept things at face value. Is there a creative or a destructive pattern beginning to form in your life and do you need to foster it or nip it in the bud?

The energy of doubt creates an opportunity to assess our willingness to take leaps of faith. Are there places in your life where you need to overcome doubt and take bold action?

5 63 Right Angle Cross of Consciousness (March 1 – 4)
35 64

26 63 Juxtaposition Cross of Doubts (March 4 -6)
45 64

26 63 Left Angle Cross of Dominion
45 64

The 22nd Gate - The Gate of Charm, Charm and Beauty

The 22nd Gate is often considered a revolutionary gate but in a different way than the 49th Gate from earlier this year. The 22nd Gate asks us to evaluate what is beautiful and gently suggests that the true definition of beauty comes from within. When we are truly beautiful inside, we also express the fullest possibility of beauty on the outside.

This week, in particular, we see this energy coupled with other gates that support us on going inward to assess our mindset. Are we seeing the beauty and grace within our own lives? Are we expressing our gratitude?

The high expression of Grace is the use of inner beauty to express creatively, to create without attachment, to express with joy and freedom. That freedom to express often creates a revolution inside and out. It is the energy of art and revolution or revolutions created by art. This is a powerful energy for mutation and change expressed clearly.

The frustration of this energy involves the possibility to speak or express the beauty that one feels inside. This is mutative energy so sometimes the beauty is only seen by the right person at the right time. Remember, it's not about outer perceptions but about the courage to be your own expression of beauty on the inside.
The frustration of this energy involves the possibility to speak or express the beauty that one feels inside. This is mutative energy so sometimes the beauty is only seen by the right person at the right time. Remember, it's not about outer perceptions but about the courage to be your own expression of beauty on the inside.

As we move through this week, pay extra special attention to your mindset and thought patterns. Are your thoughts taking you away from or towards your grace? Are you trusting that your beauty has a place in Divine Order that only you can occupy?

26 22 Incarnation Cross of Rulership (March 6 – 9)
45 47

11 22 Juxtaposition Cross of Grace (March 10 -11)
12 47

11 22 Left Angle Cross of Informing
12 47

11 36 Right Angle Cross of Eden (March 12 – 15)
12 6

10 36 Juxtaposition Cross of Crisis (March 16 -17)
15 6

10 36 Left Angle Cross of the Plane
15 6

Hexagram 25 - Innocence
The Gate of the Love of Spirit

This week we work with the energy of the Love Of Spirit. Here we have a sweet, loving energy that has absolutely no shock in it. This is pure love and you feel it when you stand in the aura of this energy.

The challenge for all of us when we work with the Gate 25 is understanding why other people do the things they do...the Gate 25 is all about love. When we witness things that we perceive as "not loving" we can be confused. But, speaking about it try to speak cannot always change it. This is projected. Be love but don't spread love unless invited. There is no convincing here. Only Being.

The Gate 25, especially in line 5 has very powerful healing abilities. This week we are invited to share our own vision of healing for ourselves, our loved ones and the world. It is in being the highest expression of love for ourselves, others and the world that we do our biggest, most important part in changing the world.

Truly, the 25th Gate tells us that what the world needs now is Love, Sweet Love. For Everyone.
When we die to the ego (Will Center) we move into true love, identity and direction. The Love of the Spirit is the giver of direction to love. "What would Love do?" is the question of the 25. With the 25 we experience the Willpower to give the "right" love, even when it feels strong and harsh.

This week we are asked to surrender to our human understandings and judgments and embrace the concept of a love that is bigger than all of us and to recognize that there is a grander, bigger order here for all of us.

10 25 Right Angle Cross of the Vessel of Love (March 18 – 20)
15 46

58 25 Juxtaposition Cross of Innocence (March 21 – 22)
52 46

58 25 Left Angle Cross of Healing
52 46